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Design of an electric propulsion system for an unmanned aerial vehicle incorporates various disciplines such as the
propeller’s aerodynamic and structural properties, characteristics of the electric system, and characteristics of the
vehicle itself. This makes the design of this propulsion system a multidisciplinary design optimization task. Although
the present propeller model is based on previous derivations that are described very brieﬂy, new models of the electric
motor and battery pack, which are based on examining existing products on the market, are described in more detail.
The propeller model and a model of the electric system, together with various optimization schemes, are used to
design optimal propulsion systems for a mini unmanned aerial vehicle for various goals and under various
constraints. Important design trends are presented, discussed, and explained. Although the ﬁrst part of the
investigation is based on typical characteristics of the electric system, the second part includes a sensitivity study of
the inﬂuence of variations of these characteristics on the optimal system design.
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I. Introduction

M

OST of today’s unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are used for
reconnaissance and surveillance missions [1]. Considerable
effort has been directed toward the development of small tactical
UAVs, sometimes referred to as mini or micro UAVs [2,3]. These
vehicles are applied as tactical surveillance tools, used by soldiers for
“behind the hill” reconnaissance purposes. Most of these UAVs are
equipped with electric motors that contribute to the simplicity of
operation and signiﬁcantly reduce their noise signature.
The propulsion systems of these small UAVs (batteries, motor,
propeller, etc.) account for as much as 60% of the vehicle weight [4].
Therefore, optimization of the propulsion systems is extremely
crucial.
The electric propulsion system of a typical UAV includes the
following components: propeller; electric motor; energy source; gear
box (optional); driver; wiring, plugs, and connectors; and cooling
system (optional).
The paper will concentrate on the ﬁrst three items (propeller,
electric motor, and the batteries). Although the other components are
important, the inﬂuence of the ﬁrst three on the UAV’s performance is
usually far more signiﬁcant.
Most of the existing methods for propeller design are based on the
well-known work of Betz [5] from 1919. An example of such a
design is presented in [6]. This approach is based on optimizing the
propeller’s geometry at a certain speciﬁc operating condition (a certain combination of airspeed, altitude, and propeller rotational
speed), such that the power, which is required to obtain a certain
propulsive force at these operating conditions, is minimized (or,
alternatively, the thrust produced by a certain power is maximized).
An example of such a design is the propeller of Rutan’s Voyager (the
ﬁrst nonstop, nonrefueled ﬂight around the world) [7].
The Betz method considers only the aerodynamic efﬁciency of the
propeller. It does not include structural considerations or the propeller’s noise signature. Thus, for practical design of a propeller
when using the Betz method, a serial design process is used. First, the
optimal aerodynamic propeller, having a maximum efﬁciency, is
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deﬁned. Then this propeller is modiﬁed to fulﬁll other goals. Such a
process has been used extensively [7–9]. The main disadvantage of
such an iterative process is that it does not ensure that the ﬁnal design
will be optimal.
The best approach for the complex design of propellers is to use
multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) [10,11]. During
MDO, all of the different design goals and constraints are addressed
simultaneously. Thus, the best compromise between contradictory
design goals will be reached. This kind of approach has been already
applied to rotary wing designs. Most of the previous investigations
were limited to two disciplines: either aerodynamic and structural
analyses, mostly for helicopter rotors [12,13], or aerodynamic and
acoustic design of propellers [14–19]. Most of the previous
investigations used a very limited number of design variables, rather
than the full range of design parameters that are under the authority of
the designer. Previous investigations also included a limited number
of constraints and did not consider the entire propulsion system
(namely, the coupled system: propeller, gearbox, engine, and energy
source). For example, [20] does not take into account the engine
characteristics during the propeller design. Only after the isolated
propeller optimization are these characteristics used to calculate the
performance of the entire propulsion system, which is the measure of
the design quality. Recently, a new comprehensive MDO design tool
for propeller-based propulsion systems was presented by the authors
that offers a very high ﬂexibility in choosing the cost function, design
variables, and constraints [21,22].
The design of various electric mini UAVs has been described in the
past [3,4,23–30]. Most of these papers discuss the design considerations of the various components and the integration of these
components into the ﬁnal design.
It is clear from previous studies on electric UAVs, as well as other
propeller-based propulsion systems, that an optimization of the
electric propulsion system of a UAV should include a simultaneous
consideration of the: propeller, electric motor, and battery. The
performance and characteristics of the vehicle depend on the strong
interaction between these three.
The purpose of the present study is not to present an optimal design
of a speciﬁc electric propulsion system for a certain UAV, but rather
to investigate trends and obtain insight into the interactions between
the various components of the system. To do that, theoretical models
of these components are required. Although the propeller model of
the present study is based on the well-known blade-element/momentum theory, special effort is directed into modeling the electric motor
and battery. These models are based on a comprehensive investigation of existing motors and batteries, followed by derivations of
representative models that include certain parameters. All the various
models are combined with various optimization schemes to form a
comprehensive MDO tool that can handle a large number and variety
of design variables and constraints. There is also a large ﬂexibility in
choosing the cost function: namely, the goal of the design.
The new MDO tool is used to study optimal propulsion systems for
different design goals (cost functions) and constraints. The interactions between the various components of the system are investigated, explained, and discussed.
As indicated previously, the analytical models of the electric motor
and battery represent typical existing technologies. Yet these technologies exhibit signiﬁcant variations between products and a continuous rate of improvement. Thus, the paper also includes a sensitivity
study to understand how variations in the characteristics of the
various electric components can affect the system optimal design.

II. Analysis Tools
The following analysis tools are used to model the components of
the entire propulsion system: propeller’s aerodynamic model, propeller’s structural model, electric motor model, and battery model.
The selection of each model is based on the following two considerations:
1) It should be sufﬁciently accurate.
2) It should be efﬁcient, because the optimization procedure includes a very high number of iterations.

The aerodynamic model calculates the distribution of the aerodynamic loads along the propeller blades. These data are used to
calculate the propeller’s thrust and required power. In addition, the
distribution of the aerodynamic loads is used as an input for the
structural analysis. In the present case, a momentum/blade-element
model is used. For regular ﬂight conditions of propellers (uniform
axial ﬂow at high-enough advance ratios), the blade’s cross sections
do not experience stall and the momentum/blade-element model
gives results of good accuracy [31]. The blade-element/momentum
analysis can be extended to include the inﬂuence of rotation on the
aerodynamic behavior of cross sections experiencing stall [32].
Momentum/blade-element models are usually much more efﬁcient
than other models; thus, they are suitable for the present purpose.
A structural analysis is essential to ensure that the propeller blades
will be able to withstand the aerodynamic and inertial loads that act
along them. Common tools for the structural analysis of blades are
ﬁnite element models [33]. To reduce the computations, a more
efﬁcient rod model, together with a transfer-matrix formulation, is
used [34].
The rod structural model describes the propeller blades as a series
of straight segments located along the blade’s elastic axis. The
structural cross-sectional properties are uniform along each segment
and equal to the structural properties of a representative cross section
of that segment. The transfer-matrix formulation is applied using the
boundary conditions of a cantilevered rod (clamped root and free tip).
The solution procedure is very efﬁcient and the results are very
accurate [34].
A.

Electric Motor Model

Characteristics of 250 brushless direct-current electric motors
were analyzed. Data for these motors were taken from various Webbased catalogs.‡ The list includes 12 manufacturers that are divided
into three main groups:
1) Group I contains the manufacturers of heavy-duty/high-voltage
electric motors.
2) Group II contains the manufacturers of high-performance industrial electric motors.
3) Group III contains the manufacturers of aeromodel/hobby
electric motors.
Heavy-duty motors are characterized by low speed and high
torque. On the other hand, aeromodel motors exhibit high speed and
low torque.
There is a relation between a motor maximum output power and its
size/weight [35]. Figure 1 presents the motors’ maximum continuous
power Pout- max versus their mass mM . Each manufacturer is presented
by a different symbol (there are 12 different symbols). In addition,
each symbol indicates to which group (of the aforementioned three
groups) this manufacturer belongs:
1) The heavy-duty group uses solid symbols.
2) The high-performance group uses open symbols.
3) The aeromodel group uses  or  symbols.
Figure 1 also presents representative boundaries between these
three groups. Heavy-duty motors exhibit a low power-to-weight
ratio, whereas aeromodel motors exhibit a high power-to-weight
ratio. It is the goal of any air vehicle to exhibit a high power-to-weight
ratio, and thus aeromodel motors are natural candidates for UAV
applications. Yet UAV motors are required to present much better
reliability and endurance than hobby motors. This aspect, as well as
experience with existing UAV motors, leads to the conclusion that
group II is a better representative of UAV motors.
The motor model of the present study will assume a constant
maximum power-to-mass ratio BP-M [35]:
Pout- max  BP-M  mM

(1)

In group II, BP-M varies between the following limits:
‡
Data available online at http://www.bental.co.il/, http://www.alliedmotion.
com/, http://www.micromo.com/, http://www.cyclone-usa.com/, and http://
www.maxonmotorusa.com/ [retrieved 15 March 2009].
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110 W=kg < BP-M < 800 W=kg

(2)

Equation (2) presents a very wide range of variation of BP-M .
Examination of the data in Fig. 1 shows that for a certain series of
products from the same manufacturer, different sizes of motors
follow Eq. (1).
The differences in BP-M between manufacturers, or between
different series of the same manufacturer, probably emerge from
different technologies, design concepts, or manufacturing methods.
For the present study, a typical value of BP-M  200 W=kg will be
used.
During the present study, electric motors will be described by a
simple performance model [36], which is based on the following
assumptions:
1) Power factor is equal to unit. This assumption is applicable to
small brushless permanent-magnet motors [37].
2) Magnetic losses (eddy/Foucault current and magnetic
hysteresis) can be neglected.
Using these assumptions, the driver input power Pin and shaft
output power Pout are given by the following expressions:
Pin  Vin  Iin

(3)

parameters will be used. These relations are based on available motor
data (see footnote ‡).
The motor speed constant KV is directly related to the motor size.
The torque constant (inverse of speed constant) depends on the motor
ﬂux linkage and magnetic circuit: the larger the motor, the larger the
ﬂux linkage and torque constant. Consequently, as the rotor becomes
heavier, the speed constant decreases. Figure 2 presents motor speed
constant versus motor mass for all the motors that were shown in
Fig. 1. Figure 2 also includes a database of electric aeromodel
motors.§ This database contains data for about 1300 electric motors,
which are mostly shown as a cloud of dots on the upper left side of the
ﬁgure.
As indicated previously, as motors become lighter, their speed
constants become higher (heavy-duty motors have low speed
constants); thus, a general relation can be described as follows:
KV rpm=V  BKV =mM kg

where BKV is a speed-constant parameter. For most cases, it falls
between the following values (see Fig. 2):
50 rpm  kg=V < BKV < 600 rpm  kg=V

Pout  Iin  I0   Vin  Iin :Ra 

(4)

where Iin is the driver’s input current, Vin , is the driver’s input voltage,
I0 is the current at zero load, and Ra is the motor resistance.
The electric system efﬁciency S is
 


I :R
I
(5)
S  D  1  in a  1  0
Vin
Iin
where D is the driver efﬁciency. In the present study, the driver
efﬁciency is considered to be constant: D  0:95. The following
relation also exists:
  Vin  Iin  Ra   KV

(7)

(8)

For the present study, a typical value of BKV  170 rpm  kg=V will
be used (see Fig. 2).
Motor resistance versus motors speed constants is shown in Fig. 3.
The following trend is clear: small aeromodel motors have low
resistance, and heavy-duty motors exhibit high resistance. In the
present study, the following relation is used (see Fig. 3):
Ra  

BRa
KV rpm=V 2

(9)

where BRa is the internal-resistance parameter that, for most cases,
changes between the following values (see Fig. 3):

(6)

where  is motor rotational speed and KV is motor speed constant,
which is identical to the inverse of torque constant or the inverse of
the back electromotive force constant.
The preceding described simpliﬁed model includes the following
three motor parameters: speed constant KV , internal resistance Ra ,
and no-load current I0 . Simple relations between these three

2500 V2  =rpm2 < BRa < 1  106 V2  =rpm2

(10)

For the present study, a typical value of BRa  60; 000 V2  =rpm2
will be used (see Fig. 3).
§
Data available
15 March 2009].

online

at

http://www.motocalc.com/

[retrieved
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Fig. 4

In the same manner, Fig. 4 presents motors no-load current I0
versus motor resistance Ra . The following representative relation is
used in the present study:
I0 A 

BI0
Ra 0:6

(11)

where BI0 is the no-load current parameter that, for most cases,
changes between the following values (see Fig. 4):
0:1 A  0:6 < BRa < 0:4 A  0:6

(12)

For the present study, a typical value of BI0  0:2 A  0:6 will be
used (see Fig. 4).
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No-load current as a function of internal resistance.

are parameters that are determined by the designer. In the general
case of an electric propulsion system design, these variables are
divided into ﬁve main categories: propeller general design variables,
propeller blade design variables, blade cross-sectional design variables, electric motor design variables, and battery design variables.
The propeller’s general design variables affect the global conﬁguration of the propeller system and may include the following
parameters: number of propellers, number of blades Nb , propeller
radius R, and rotational speed .
The blade’s design variables are parameters that deﬁne the
geometry and structure of each blade [namely, the distribution along
the blade of the following parameters: pitch angle r, chord cr,

Battery Model

An important component of an electric propulsion system is the
battery pack. The battery often represents one of the heaviest
components of the entire vehicle [38]. One of the most common types
of batteries is the lithium polymer (LiPo), which offers a relatively
high energy capacity along with low weight. Data of 240 LiPo
batteries, produced by 11 different manufacturers,¶ are presented in
Fig. 5. The ﬁgure shows the battery energy capacity EB as a function
of the battery mass mB . The following representative relation
between these two parameters is shown in Fig. 5:
EB W  h  4:04  mB kg2  139  mB kg  0:0155

III.

(13)

Optimal Design of a Propulsion System

Any optimal design problem can be described mathematically as a
search process for a design conﬁguration that minimizes (or
maximizes) a speciﬁc cost function that represents the design goal.
This search process is usually carried out under certain design
constraints.
Any design process requires an a priori deﬁnition of design
variables, design constraints, and cost function. The design variables
¶

Data available online at http://www.ﬂightpower.co.uk/, http://
kokamamerica.com/news.htm, http://us.sanyo.com/Batteries, and http://www.
thunderpowerrc.com/ [retrieved 15 March 2009].
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Fig. 5 Battery capacity as a function of battery mass.
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sweep angle, dihedral angle (cone angle in the simplest case), mass
and inertia, and structural properties].
The blade’s cross-sectional design variables deﬁne the airfoil
geometry as a function of a chordwise coordinate; thus, for example,
[21] if the cross sections belong to the NACA-16 airfoil family [39],
the geometry of each cross section is deﬁned by two parameters (that
may vary along the blade): thickness ratio t=cr and design lift
coefﬁcient Cli r. In the current study, Clark-Y airfoils [40] are
used, which are deﬁned by the cross-sectional thickness ratio t=cr.
The electric system variables include the motor mass mM and the
battery-pack mass mB .
The design constraints may include, for example, minimum or
maximum chord size of the blade, allowable maximum stress, system
mass, motor maximum mass, etc. The cost function is a quantitative
measure of the success in achieving the design goal, and thus the cost
function offers a measure of the quality of the design. A penalty
method is used to solve the constrained optimization problem [41]. It
leads to a new constrained cost function, which is minimized to ﬁnd
the optimal design, subject to all the constraints.
The present optimization scheme is based on a mixed-strategy
approach that combines different optimization methods: 1) heuristic
search using a simple genetic algorithm [42], 2) enumerative scheme
using Nelder and Mead’s [43] simplex scheme, and 3) derivativebased scheme using the steepest-descent method [44].
This approach ensures a thorough search for the global minimum
by taking advantage of the strength of each of the preceding schemes.
A detailed description of this strategy and examples of its application
is presented in [21].
It should be emphasized that this design approach is by no means
fully automatic. The designer plays a major role in the entire process.
He or she follows the results during the design procedure and, based
on these results, changes (if necessary) the optimization strategy.
Thus, for example, in certain instances, the designer may decide to
ease certain constraints to increase the ﬂexibility of the search
process or to freeze a few variables to avoid impractical results.

IV.

Design of an Optimal Propulsion System
for an Electric UAV

An electric mini UAV is considered. The mass of the vehicle
without its propulsion system is m0  5:5 kg. The wing area is
Sw  0:72 m2 , and the drag polar of the vehicle is described by the
following equation:
CD  0:03  0:033  CL2

(14)

where CL and CD are the vehicle’s lift and drag coefﬁcients,
respectively.
A direct drive is used (the system does not include a gear box);
namely, the rotational speed of the propeller is equal to that of the
electric motor, .
Because of operational constraints, the radius of the propeller is
limited:
R

0:15 m

(15)

The blade tip Mach number Mtip is limited to subsonic speeds:
Mtip < 0:7

(16)

As indicated previously, Clark-Y cross sections are used. The
database for this airfoil family is limited to the following range of
thickness ratios t=c [40]:
t
0:04 < < 0:21
c

(17)

For practical reasons, the chord is also limited:
c=R < 0:35

(18)

The design variables of the current design problem are propeller
radius R; distribution of chord length along the blade, cr;

distribution of pitch angle along the blade, r; distribution of
thickness ratio along the blade, t=cr; mass of the electric motor,
mM ; and mass of the battery pack, mB .
Note that the motor/propeller rotational speed does not appear as
one of the design variables. The rotational speed is a result of a
motor–propeller matching procedure. For speciﬁc ﬂight condition
(required thrust, airspeed, and atmospheric conditions) there is a
certain rotational speed that makes the motor output power equal to
the propeller-required power. This procedure is conducted for each
analysis, and thus the rotational speed is part of the results.
The distribution of the various parameters along the blade is
deﬁned by their values at 11 radial stations; thus, there are 36 design
variables in total. Although complex conﬁgurations of the blades
(e.g., sweep and dihedral) may offer certain advantages [22,45], the
present study is conﬁned to two-bladed propellers with straight
blades and zero cone angles.
In the present study, the electric motor mass and the battery-pack
mass cannot exceed 5 and 20 kg, respectively:
mM < 5 kg

(19)

mB < 20 kg

(20)

The main task of the UAV is to loiter at low altitude above a certain
area; thus, the design goal is an optimal propulsion system for
loitering conditions that are deﬁned by ﬂight altitude (sea level in the
present case) and airspeed Vl . In the present case,
Vl  1:2  Vst

(21)

where Vst is the vehicle’s stall airspeed. The stall airspeed is a
function of the maximum lift coefﬁcient CL max :
Vst2 

m0  mM  mB   g
1
 a  SW  CL max
2

(22)

where g is the gravity acceleration, and the maximum lift coefﬁcient
is CL max  1:4.
Based on the vehicle’s mass (which is a function of motor and
battery mass), the stall and loitering airspeed are deﬁned by using
Eqs. (21) and (22). Then these ﬂight conditions are used to calculate
the required thrust based on the vehicle’s drag polar [Eq. (14)].
According to Eq. (13) the battery energy capacity is a function of
its mass. It is assumed in the present study that 70% of the total
energy capacity is used for loitering and that the other 30% are used
for other ﬂight phases (takeoff, climb, landing, etc.), payload
requirements, and vehicle’s subsystems.
A.

Single-Goal Design

As indicated previously, the main task of the UAV is loitering.
Thus, a main design goal is to optimize loitering: namely, to
maximize loiter time. On the other hand, because the vehicle is
designed for tactical ﬁeld operation, rate of climb after takeoff represents a very critical parameter that is related to vehicle survivability as
well as the safety of nearby people. Thus, two different design goals
are deﬁned: maximum loiter time tl and maximum rate of climb
(ROC) at loitering speed. As a ﬁrst stage in this study, each of these
goals will be dealt with separately as a single-goal design. For
maximum loiter time, the cost function (to be minimized) is tl
(where tl is the minus of loiter time). Similarly, for maximum rate
of climb, the cost function is ROC (minus of ROC).
Figure 6 presents the optimal blade design for these two different
cost functions. The ﬁgure presents the distribution of pitch angle ,
thickness t, and chord c along the blade. The geometric characteristics of the two propellers are different: the pitch angle, chord
length, and cross-sectional thickness of the maximum-ROC design
are larger than the same parameters in the case of maximum-loitertime design. This increase represents an effort to obtain maximum
thrust in the case of maximum-ROC design (the propeller rotational
speed is limited because of the tip-speed constraint).
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0.003

60

increase in loiter speed and, consequently, an increase in vehicle’s
drag that offsets the beneﬁcial effect of increasing the energy
capacity.
Table 1 also presents the rotational speed , motor output power
Pout , propeller thrust T, and efﬁciencies of the propeller and the
electric system, P and S , respectively. For each optimal design,
these parameters are given for two ﬂight conditions: loiter and
maximum ROC.
The propeller’s efﬁciency is deﬁned as follows:
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Fig. 6 Single-goal design: geometry of maximum loiter time and
maximum-rate-of-climb propellers.

Important differences between the two optimal designs are evident
from Table 1. The maximum-ROC propulsion system has zero
battery mass, because maximum thrust is required in this case, but
there is no requirement for a ﬁnite ﬂight time. On the other hand, the
maximum-loiter-time design requires high energy capacity; thus, the
mass of the battery increases signiﬁcantly, but the vehicle’s ROC at
loiter is zero, which presents an impractical ﬂight condition. Thus,
these two single-goal optimal designs are impractical, yet they are
important because they present the boundaries of practical designs
and they offer important insight into design trends.
It should be noted (Table 1) that because the total masses of the two
designs are different, there are signiﬁcant differences in loiter speed
between both cases [see Eqs. (21) and (22)]. The battery of the
maximum-loiter-time design does not reach the limit of 20 kg,
because at a certain point, an increase of the battery mass results in an

Table 1 Single-goal design results for
maximum-loiter-time and maximum-rate-of-climb designs
Parameter
tl , s
ROC, m/s
mM , kg
mB , kg
mtotal , kg
VF , m/s
, rpm
Pout , W
T, N
P
S
, rpm
Pout , W
T, N
P
S

Design for
maximum loiter time
17,175
0
2.52
19.4
26.9
24.8
Operation at loiter
15,160
505
16.6
0.815
0.818
Operation at maximum ROC
15,160
505
16.6
0.815
0.818

Design for
maximum ROC
0
4.876
5.0
0.0
10.0
15.1
6780
116
6.2
0.808
0.792
15,160
1000
37.1
0.561
0.738

It is interesting to note in Table 1 that for the maximum-loiter-time
design, the ﬂight conditions of loiter and maximum ROC are
identical: At loiter the constraint on the maximum blade tip speed,
Eq. (16), is active and does not allow any increase in power, thus
resulting in zero ROC. On the other hand, for the design of maximum
ROC, there are differences between the two ﬂight conditions.
Although loitering is carried out at Pout  116 W, maximum ROC is
obtained for Pout  1000 W, where the constraint of maximum blade
tip speed becomes active again.
The efﬁciency of the propeller for maximum ROC is relatively low
at that ﬂight condition. Ideal propeller efﬁciency P-ideal is deﬁned as
the efﬁciency under the following ideal conditions [46]: 1) zero wake
rotation, 2) zero cross-sectional friction drag (Cd  0), and
3) uniform axial induced velocity.
The relation between the ideal propeller efﬁciency P-ideal and
the ideal propeller-required power (motor output power) Pout
becomes [46]
Pout  2  a  VF3    R2 

1  P-ideal
3P-ideal

(24)

For the present case of Pout  1000 W and VF  15:1 m=s, the ideal
efﬁciency according to Eq. (24) is P-ideal  0:612 (compared with a
nonideal value of P  0:561). This indicates that if the power of the
propeller is increased (to increase ROC in this case) and the radius is
limited, efﬁciency may decrease signiﬁcantly.
The rotational speeds of the two designs are different at loitering.
This difference is due to the difference in the loitering airspeed Vl , a
difference that is a result of the various vehicles’ total mass mtotal [see
Eqs. (21) and (22)].
Note that both designs have a radius of 0.15 m, the maximum
allowed value. This trend continued along the entire present study,
and thus data about the propeller radius are not repeated in what
follows.
B.

Dual-Goal Design

A practical design presents a compromise between the two
extreme and impractical design goals of Sec. IV.A. This case of dualgoal design leads to a multi-objective optimization problem. In this
case, a Pareto front of the cost function can be drawn. This Pareto
front is obtained by deﬁning maximum loiter time as the goal, under
speciﬁc ROC constraints. The two designs of Fig. 6 represent the
extreme right and left points of the Pareto front, which is shown in
Fig. 7. This ﬁgure also presents the mass breakdown. As indicated
previously (Table 1), battery mass is high for long endurance and low
ROC, whereas for short endurance and high ROC, battery mass
decreases signiﬁcantly and the motor mass reaches its maximum
value. The limit of the motor mass (5 kg) is reached for ROC
2 m=s, and for larger values of ROC, the motor mass remains
unchanged. As indicated previously, the battery mass does not reach
its limit (20 kg) and only gets close to it for the maximum endurance
design. Still, the battery mass exceeds the basic vehicle mass m0 for
ROC close to 3:5 m=s, which means that for most of the range of
ROC, the battery mass represents a signiﬁcant portion of the total
vehicle mass.
Figure 8 presents the propeller’s efﬁciency at the maximum-ROC
operating conditions. The ideal efﬁciency according to Eq. (24) is
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also shown. The actual efﬁciency is lower than the ideal value by
approximately 0.06.
C.

Table 2 Single-goal design under total mass constraint-Results
for maximum-loiter-time and maximum-rate-of-climb designs
Parameter

Design for maximum
loiter time

tl , s
ROC, m/s
mM , kg
mB , kg
mtotal , kg
VF , m/s

9750
0
0.41
2.59
8.0
13.5
Operation at loiter
9700
81.5
4.94
0.820
0.812
Operation at maximum ROC
9700
81.5
4.94
0.820
0.812

Dual-Goal Design Under Mass and Structural Constraints

To make the design more practical, the total mass of the vehicle is
limited to 8 kg. This limit is based on a typical weight that can be
carried by a single soldier:
8 kg

mtotal

(25)

This means that the total mass of the propulsion system (motor and
battery pack) cannot exceed 3 kg.
Table 2 and Fig. 9 present the data and geometry of the two singlegoal designs: maximum ROC and maximum loiter time under a total
mass constraint (without additional constraints).
In general, cross-sectional pitch angles of the maximum-loitertime design are higher than the maximum-ROC design. This reﬂects
the difference in rotational speed. The two designs have to produce
the same thrust at loiter (the total vehicle mass is the same); thus,
because the rotational speed of the maximum-loiter-time design is

20000
16000
14000
12000

tl [sec]

, rpm
Pout , W
T, N
P
S

10000
8000
6000
4000
0
0

1

2

3

5

15,150
600
25.9
0.584
0.802

Max. Limit

Battery mass

6
5
4
3
2
1
0

1

2

3

4

(26)

The stress constraint is calculated for the maximum-ROC conditions,
which represent an extreme ﬂight condition from the point of view of
loads that act on the blades.
0.002
Max. ROC
Max. Loiter Time
0.0018

60

5

50

0.0016

Max. Limit
Motor mass

0

0.0014

40

β [deg]

mM[kg]

4

2
3
4
5
ROC [m/sec]
Dual-goal design: Pareto front and mass breakdown.

0.0012

t[m]

mB[kg]

25
20
15
10
5
0
0

30

1

0.001

0.0008
20

0.0006
0.0004

10

1

0.0002

0.8

0

0
0

0.6

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

1

0

r/R

0.4

Ideal

0.2
0
0

1

2

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

1

r/R

0.03

Optimized

c[m]

ηP

7360
82.5
4.94
0.810
0.820

 < 1:5  108 Pa

2000

Fig. 7

0
3.63
3.0
0.0
8.0
13.5

lower than that of the maximum-ROC design, the pitch angle of the
ﬁrst one increases.
One of the characteristics of the optimal designs in Fig. 9 is their
very small chord and thickness at the outer cross sections of the
blades. Such designs may not comply with structural requirements
[21]; thus, structural constraints should also be considered.
It is assumed that the blade is made of aluminum 7075-T6. The
yield stress of this material is 5:03  108 Pa. The maximum
von Mises stress  will be limited to

Pareto front

18000

, rpm
Pout , W
T, N
P
S

Design for maximum
ROC

3

4

5

ROC[m/sec]
Fig. 8 Dual-goal design: maximum propeller’s efﬁciency at various
ROC values.

0.015
0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

r/R
Fig. 9 Single-goal design under total mass constraint: propeller
designs for maximum loiter time and maximum rate of climb.
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0.004
w/o Stress Const.
With Stress Cont.
0.0035
With Stress & Geo.
Const.

70

60

45

0.0035
With Structural
Const.
w/o Structural Const.
With Structural & Geo. Const.
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0.0005
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0.015

0.015

0

0
0
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0.4

0.6

0.8

1

r/R
Fig. 10 Maximum-ROC design under total mass constraint: inﬂuence
of structural and geometric constraints.

Figures 10 and 11 present comparisons between optimal designs
with and without structural constraints for maximum ROC and
maximum loiter time, respectively. The application of structural
constraints signiﬁcantly increases the chord lengths and thicknesses
of the blades.
After the application of the structural constraints, the chord
length of the optimized blades is still small: less than 3 mm at the
outer 30% of the blades’ length for the maximum-loiter-time design
and less than 5 mm at the outer 15% portion of the maximum-ROC
design. Although the two designs comply with the structural
constraints (26), the blade geometry is impractical and will not
comply with maintenance and operational constraints. Thus,
additional geometric constraints limiting the minimum blade chord
are introduced:
c

0:01 m

(27)

0

0.2

0.4

r/R
Fig. 11 Maximum-loiter-time design under total mass constraint:
inﬂuence of additional constraints.

Figures 10 and 11 also present the geometry of optimal blades under
combined structural [Eq. (26)] and geometric [Eq. (27)] constraints.
Tables 3 and 4 present the characteristics of these two designs under
the various constraints. Note that the introduction of structural
constraints leads to a signiﬁcant reduction of rotational speed of
both designs, to keep stresses within their limit. Adding geometric
constraints decreases the rotational speed even further: wider and
thicker blades result in larger centrifugal forces, and thus a further
reduction of the rotational speed is needed. The decrease of the
rotational speed results in a decrease of the available thrust at
maximum ROC (for the optimal design of that ﬂight condition) and
thus a reduced ROC. In the case of maximum-loiter-time design, the
reduction in rotational speed is accompanied by a reduction in the
efﬁciencies of the propeller and electric system. This leads to a
reduction in loiter time.

Table 3 Maximum-ROC design under total mass constraint: inﬂuence of additional constraints
Parameter

Without additional constraints.

With structural constraints

With structural and geometric contraints

tl , s
ROC, m/s
mM , kg
mB , kg
mtotal , kg
VF , m/s

0
3.61
3.00
0.00
8.0
13.5

0
3.54
3.00
0.00
8.0
13.5

0
3.45
3.00
0.00
8.0
13.5

5780
84.4
4.94
0.791
0.784
Operation at maximum ROC
15,150
11,320
600
600
25.9
25.4
0.584
0.574
0.802
0.723

4961
86.5
4.94
0.773
0.748

Operation at loiter
, rpm
Pout , W
T, N
P
S
, rpm
Pout , W
T, N
P
S

7360
82.5
4.94
0.810
0.820

9660
600
24.9
0.562
0.668
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Table 4

Maximum-loiter-time design with total mass constraint: inﬂuence of additional constraints

Parameter

Without additional constraints

With structural constraints

With structural and geometric constraints

tl , s
ROC, m/s
mM , kg
mB , kg
mtotal , kg
VF , m/s

9750
0
0.41
2.59
8.0
13.5

9340
0
0.42
2.58
8.0
13.5

8900
0
0.43
2.57
8.0
13.5

, rpm
Pout , W
T, N
P
S

9700
81.5
4.94
0.820
0.812

6890
86.1
4.94
0.775
0.792

, rpm
Pout , W
T, N
P
S

9700
81.5
4.94
0.820
0.812

7800
83.8
4.94
0.797
0.804
Operation at maximum ROC
7800
83.8
4.94
0.797
0.804

Operation at loiter

Figure 12 presents the Pareto front and mass breakdown of the dual
design case under a total mass constraint and various combinations of
other constraints. Naturally, and similar to the results that were
shown in Fig. 7, as the ROC increases, the loiter time decreases. The
inﬂuence of adding structural constraints is a reduction of about 5%
of loiter time, with a negligible inﬂuence on the mass breakdown.
The inﬂuence of adding geometric constraints is an additional 5%
reduction of loiter time and still a negligible inﬂuence on the mass
breakdown.
According to Fig. 12, loiter time and mass breakdown of the three
designs are very similar; thus, it can be concluded that the addition of
structural and geometric constraints results in only a relatively small
reduction of loiter time.
The last conclusion can be explained by examining the axial
induced velocity Wa and the spanwise loading distribution dT=dr of
the different optimal designs under the various constraints. Figure 13

9660
86.1
4.94
0.775
0.792

presents comparisons between the maximum-ROC designs. It is
shown that the induced velocity and spanwise aerodynamic loading
distributions are very similar in all cases. As a result of applying
structural constraints, the maximum of the loading gets closer to the
blade root to reduce the bending moment at the root. Adding geometric constraints result in stronger blades, and thus the maximum of
the aerodynamic loading occurs closer to the blade’s tip. Similar
trends as a result of adding various constraints also appear in the case
of maximum-loiter-time designs.

V. Sensitivity Study
The electric motor model includes four parameters: BP-M is the
maximum power-to-mass ratio, BKv is the speed-constant parameter,
BRa is the internal-resistance parameter, and BI0 is the no-load
10

10000

w/o Structural Const.
With Structural Const.
With Structural & Geo. Const.

9000

8

Wa [m/sec]

8000

tl [sec]

7000
6000
5000

6

4

w/o Const.

4000

With Structural Const.

3000

2

With Structural & Geo. Const.

2000
1000

0

0
0

1

2

3

4

2

300

1

250

0
0

1

2

3

4

mM [kg]

4
3
2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

350

dT / d r [N/m]

mB[kg]

3

200
150
100
50

1
0

0

0

1

2

3

4

ROC [m/sec]
Fig. 12 Inﬂuence of additional constraints on a dual-goal design with
total mass constraint; Pareto front and mass breakdown.

r/R
Fig. 13 Maximum-ROC designs: spanwise induced velocity and
loading distributions.
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current parameter. The battery is deﬁned by the ratio between its
energy capacity and mass: the energy density BEB.
During the study of the previous section, nominal representative
values of all these parameters were used. Yet it was shown that there
are signiﬁcant differences between various motors. The purpose of
the present section is to study the inﬂuence of these differences on the
design and performance of the optimal propulsion system. The study
will include variations of one of the parameters, whereas all the other
parameters are constant and equal to their nominal values.
The design goal during this study is to maximize loiter time while
requiring minimal ROC of 2 m=s under the structural and geometric
constraints of the previous section [Eqs. (25–27)].
Maximum Power-to-Mass Ratio BP-M

B.

Motor Speed-Constant Parameter BKv

Another parameter that deﬁnes the electric motor characteristics is
the motor speed-constant parameter [see Eq. (7)]. Although the

4500
4400
4300

t l[sec]

The ﬁrst parameter to be investigated is the maximum power-tomass ratio BP-M . This parameter has been varied between its limit
values, as deﬁned by Eq. (2). The results are presented in Fig. 14, in
which loiter time tl , motor mass mM , and battery mass mB are
presented as functions of BP-M . As expected, as BP-M increases, loiter
time increases too, because a reduction of the motor mass allows an
increase of the battery mass. As BP-M increases, the rate of increase of
loiter time with BP-M decreases. This is due to the fact that as the
motor mass decreases, a large relative changes of the motor mass
results in only a very small relative increase of the battery mass.
Because increase in BP-M means, in many cases, a reduction in
reliability (aeromodel motors), the designer has to decide when the
increase in loiter time due to BP-M increase is not worth the
accompanied decrease in reliability.

Nominal
Point

4200
4100
4000
3900
3800
3700
3600
3500
100
2

200

300

400

500

600

400

500

600

500

600

Nominal
Point

mB [kg]

A.

nominal value of this parameter in the previous examples was
BKV  170 rpm  kg=V, according to Eq. (8), its value may vary
signiﬁcantly.
Figure 15 presents loiter time and mass breakdown as functions of
the speed-constant parameter. The variations of the mass breakdown
are negligible and loiter time varies by only 4% along the entire
range. The inﬂuence of the motor speed-constant parameter on the
optimal blade design is also negligible, whereas the main inﬂuence is
on the rotational speed. Figure 16 presents the rotational speed of the
propeller at two ﬂight conditions: loiter and ROC  2 m=s. In both
cases, as BKv increases, the rotational speed increases too. Still, the
variations do not exceed 10% along the entire range of BKv .
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Fig. 15 Loiter time and mass breakdown as functions of motor speedconstant parameter BKv ; maximum endurance with ROC  2 m=s.
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Fig. 14 Loiter time and mass breakdown as functions of maximum
power-to-mass ratio BP-M ; maximum endurance with ROC  2 m=s.
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Fig. 16 Propeller rotational speeds at loiter and ROC  2 m=s as
functions of motor speed-constant parameter BKv .
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1000

Internal-Resistance Parameter BRa

The internal-resistance parameter BRa is deﬁned by Eq. (9).
Figure 17 presents loiter time and optimal mass breakdown as
functions of the internal-resistance parameter. According to this
ﬁgure, there is an optimal value of this parameter, which is
12; 000 V2  =rpm2 and gives a maximum loiter time of 4220 s.
Figure 18 presents the inﬂuence of BRa on the internal resistance Ra ,
no-load current I0 , and electric system efﬁciency E (for both ﬂight
conditions: loiter and climbing). As BRa increases, the internal
resistance decreases and the no-load current increases. According to
Eq. (5), the efﬁciency of the motor increases as Ra and I0 decrease,
and vice versa. Thus, as BRa increases, the opposite trends of Ra and
I0 result in a point of maximum efﬁciency, leading to a maximum
value of loiter time, as indicated previously.
For a wide range of internal-resistance parameter,

1

R a[Ω ]
0.1
1000
0.9

No-Load Current Parameter BIo

100000

ηE [RPM ]

1000000
Nominal
Point

0.7
0.6
0.5

Loiter

0.4

ROC=2[m/sec]

0.3
1000

10000

100000
2

1000000

2

B Ra [V · Ω /RPM ]
Fig. 18 No-load current, internal resistance, and electric system
efﬁciency at loiter and ROC  2 m=s as functions of internal-resistance
parameter BRa .

affected by variations of the no-load current parameter. On the other
hand, the no-load current increases as a result of increasing BIo . Thus,
according to Eq. (5), as BIo increases, the system efﬁciency decreases
and loiter time decreases as well.
E.

Battery Energy Density BEB

The model of LiPo batteries is given by Eq. (13). This model
exhibits a very good agreement with existing batteries (see Fig. 5)

4500
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4050
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4000
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3950

2000

t l[sec]

t l [sec]

10000

0.8

the total variation of the loiter time is 15%, which indicates the small
inﬂuence of this parameter over the optimal system characteristics.
This is true also for the mass breakdown.

Figure 19 presents loiter time and optimal mass breakdown as
functions of the no-load current parameter BIo that was deﬁned by
Eq. (11). The inﬂuence of this parameter on the optimal mass
breakdown is negligible, whereas it results in variations of less than
10% in loiter time. Figure 20 presents the inﬂuence of BIo on internal
resistance Ra , no-load current I0 , and electric system efﬁciency (at
loiter and climbing). It is shown that the internal resistance is not
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Fig. 17 Loiter time and mass breakdown as functions of internalresistance parameter BRa ; maximum endurance with ROC  2 m=s.
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Fig. 19 Loiter time and mass breakdown as functions of no-load
current parameter BIo ; maximum endurance with ROC  2 m=s.
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Fig. 20 No-load current, internal resistance, and electric system
efﬁciency at loiter and ROC  2 m=s as functions of internal-resistance
parameter BRa .
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curve of Fig. 5. During the years, there has been a continuous,
although fairly slow, improvement in the energy density of
electrochemical batteries [23]. In the future, regenerative fuel cells
may offer a major improvement of energy density above 400 W 
h=kg [47] and up to 2300 W  h=kg [48].
Figure 21 presents loiter time and optimal mass breakdown as
functions of the energy density. It is shown that the mass breakdown
is practically unaffected by variations of the energy density, whereas
loiter time increases linearly with BEB . The optimal blades design
also is not affected by variations of the energy density of the battery.
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Fig. 21 Loiter time and mass breakdown as functions of battery energy
density BEB ; maximum endurance with ROC  2 m=s.

with relatively small scatter. For the present sensitivity study, a linear
model of variations about the nominal case is used:
EB W  h  BEB  mB kg

(28)

where BEB is the battery energy density (the energy per unit mass). A
value of BEB  180 W  h=kg exhibits a good agreement with the

A comprehensive method for optimal design of electric propulsion
systems for UAVs has been presented. The method is based on an
MDO approach that includes aerodynamic, structural, electric, and
performance analysis tools. These analysis tools are combined with
three different optimization schemes to obtain the optimal design
according to various design goals, using various design variables,
and under various constraints.
Although the aerodynamic and structural models of the propeller
were presented elsewhere, the derivation of the electric motor model
was presented in detail. This is a simpliﬁed model that is suitable for
optimization: a large number of analyses are carried out, and thus a
numerically efﬁcient model is required. This model includes four
parameters that are deﬁned based on examining a vast motor data
from various manufacturers. A model of the energy capacity of the
battery pack as a function of its mass is derived in a similar manner.
The new design tool was applied to design a propulsion system for
an electric mini UAV. The design includes the propeller, motor, and
battery. There are two important performance indicators for this
vehicle: loiter time, which is related directly to its main
reconnaissance task and should be maximized, and rate of climb,
which is directly related to the survivability and safety of the vehicle.
The study starts with single-goal optimal designs of a propeller for
maximum loiter time (which yields zero rate of climb because of
propeller constraints) and a propeller for maximum rate of climb
(which yields zero loiter time due to zero battery mass). The optimization is carried out with certain upper limits on the motor and battery
masses. Although these two designs are impractical, they are
important because they give an insight into the two extreme design
trends. Thus, for example, because the propeller radius is limited,
maximum rate of climb results in relatively low propeller efﬁciencies. To obtain the high thrust that is necessary for high rate of
climb, the chord in this design is roughly twice as large as the chord of
the propeller design for maximum loiter time.
More practical designs lie between the two extreme impractical
cases. These designs are shown by a Pareto front, representing
propellers that yield maximum loiter time for changing rate of climb
capabilities. As the required rate of climb increases, the engine mass
increases and loiter time decreases. It is interesting to note the
complex inﬂuence of motor and battery mass: increase in motor mass
improves rate of climb, and increase in battery mass extends loiter
time. Yet increasing vehicle mass results in higher loiter and climb
airspeeds, thus making these ﬂight conditions less efﬁcient.
If the battery and motor masses are not limited, the total vehicle
mass becomes too large to be carried by a soldier, which is a common
requirement from such tactical systems (mini UAVs). Thus, it
becomes important to use comprehensive tools, such as the present
one, that allow the introduction of additional constraints such as an
upper limit on the total mass of the UAV.
The optimal designs that are obtained based on aerodynamic/
performance considerations result in very narrow and thin blades that
are impractical when structural and maintenance aspects are considered. Thus, structural constraints that impose upper limits on the
stresses are added. Yet, even under structural constraints, the blades
are still too thin and narrow. Thus, geometric constraints that pose
lower limits on the chord length are also added. It is interesting to
note that in spite of the signiﬁcant increase in the size of the blades’
cross sections due to the introduction of these constraints, the design
trends are unchanged. In addition, the design goals (namely, loiter
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time under minimum rate of climb constraint) are usually reduced by
no more than 10%.
The introduction of structural and geometric constraints results in
a signiﬁcant reduction of the propeller rotational speed. Consequently, the tension stresses due to centrifugal forces do not exceed
the allowed levels. Moreover, the MDO process is also capable of
reducing the bending moment at the root due to aerodynamic loads
by moving the point of maximum loading toward the blade root.
There are differences in the characteristics of electric components
between different manufacturers and different technologies and for
other reasons. A sensitivity study was carried out to study the
inﬂuence of such variations on the optimal system design. This paper
presents the inﬂuence of variations of four motor parameters: maximum power-to-motor-mass ratio, motor speed-constant parameter,
internal-resistance parameter, and zero-load current parameter. In
addition, the sensitivity to the battery energy density is also
examined.
Increasing the maximum power-to-motor-mass ratio results in a
beneﬁcial effect of increasing loiter time. Yet the rate of increase of
loiter time reduces as the motor mass decreases. Because a reduction
of this parameter is accompanied, in many cases, by a parallel
reduction of the motor’s reliability and availability, at a certain stage,
a further increase of the maximum power-to-motor-mass ratio is
worthless.
Variations of the motor speed parameter exhibit negligible effect
on the mass breakdown. Loiter time changes by less than 5% for the
entire range of variations. The propeller rotational speed exhibits a
somewhat larger change, resulting in only small changes of the
optimal blades design.
There is an optimal value of the internal-resistance parameter that
maximizes the loiter time. Still, the relative variation in loiter time
and mass breakdown are small. This is also true for the no-load
current parameter, which has a small inﬂuence on the system
characteristics. Increase of the battery energy density increases loiter
time in a linear manner. Nevertheless, this change does not affect the
mass breakdown.
It can be concluded, based on the sensitivity study, that the battery
density and maximum power-to-mass ratio have the largest inﬂuences on the design and performance of the system. The other parameters have a relatively minor inﬂuence on the vehicle performance,
but they may inﬂuence the optimal design. The present study shows
once more that when optimizing a propeller-based propulsion
system, it is essential to simultaneously consider all the components
of this system: propeller, motor, and energy source, as well as the
vehicle’s characteristics.
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